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ABSTRACT
Online toxicity is ubiquitous across the internet and its negative impact on the people and that online communities that it effects has been well documented. However, toxicity manifests differently on various platforms and toxicity in open source communities, while frequently discussed, is not well understood. We take a first stride at understanding the characteristics of open source toxicity to better inform future work on designing effective intervention and detection methods. To this end, we curate a sample of 100 toxic GitHub issue discussions combining multiple search and sampling strategies. We then qualitatively analyze the sample to gain an understanding of the characteristics of open-source toxicity. We find that the pervasive forms of toxicity in open source differ from those observed on other platforms like Reddit or Wikipedia. In our sample, some of the most prevalent forms of toxicity are entitled, demanding, and arrogant comments from project users as well as insults arising from technical disagreements. In addition, not all toxicity was written by people external to the projects; project members were also common authors of toxicity. We also discuss the implications of our findings. Among others we hope that our findings will be useful for future detection work.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There are many discussions about working in open source like the tweet thread above, in blog posts, social media posts, and podcasts. At practitioner events maintainers of open source software, often volunteering their time, talk openly about how sometimes interactions with others in open source can be toxic, rude, mean, or unkind [e.g., 3, 24, 44, 54, 108]. Toxicity, defined here as “rude, disrespectful, or unreasonable language that is likely to make someone leave”4 is a huge problem online [26]. Virtually all online platforms recognize the threat that toxicity, or the various types of behavior under its umbrella, poses on the health and safety of online communities. As a result, a number of prevention and mitigation policies and interventions have been proposed, including codes of conduct, moderation, counterspeech, shadow banning, or just-in-time guidance to authors.

Expectedly, open source communities are not immune to toxicity. While the term “toxicity” as defined above has only recently started being used in the open-source literature [17, 79, 86], the presence of behaviors “likely to make someone leave” have long been documented by researchers and practitioners in this space. For example, the Linux Kernel Mailing List is notorious for having discussions with a tone that “tends to discourage people from joining the community” [24]. Generally, in open source the tone of project discussions is something newcomers pay attention to when deciding to join projects [76] and it can also act as a barrier to onboarding [93]. In an attempt to discourage abuse and harassment and to set acceptable behavior norms, many open source projects have adopted codes of conduct [55, 98].

Contributor disengagement, especially when precipitated, is of major concern in open source [46]. With many important open source projects being maintained by one or two volunteers [4], possible demotivation, burnout, and disengagement from the community can increase the risk of projects becoming abandoned or undermaintained. In turn, this can degrade software quality and security downstream. In the often lengthy software supply chains that those open source projects are part of. Toxicity is also a major threat to diversity and inclusion: prior work has found that it can especially impact members of certain identity groups, particularly women [66], who are already severely underrepresented [2, 112].

Automated detectors of toxicity in open-source discussions, based on machine learning and various text-based features of the discussion comments, are starting to emerge [79]. These detectors are paving the way for more effective prevention, mitigation, and further study of toxicity in the future. However, the design of such detectors tends to lack a fundamental understanding of the nature of the phenomenon and its unique characteristics in open source. We present some of the key characteristics of open source toxicity found during our qualitative analysis in Figure 1. We argue that

---

4 Originally proposed by Google’s project Jigsaw, this definition was used widely by Google in their toxicity detection research [25, 48, page 5] and by much subsequent research on machine-learning-based toxicity detection. The definition is also used by many online publishers and platforms, including The New York Times and Disqus.

5 https://bnw.net/Articles/559065/
Figure 1: Identified characteristics of open source toxicity

a more fundamental understanding of when, how, and why toxicity occurs in open source is needed. First, researchers have repeatedly shown that classifiers of toxicity, sentiment, emotion, etc. rarely generalize well beyond the specific contexts in which they have been developed [68, 86], even within the same general software engineering domain, which denotes an incomplete understanding of the underlying phenomena. Second, prior research on toxicity on other platforms (see Section 2), on the one hand, and the few emerging results and many anecdotes on toxicity in open source, on the other hand, suggest that toxicity can manifest quite differently in open source discussions than it does elsewhere online. This makes it unclear which existing toxicity prevention and mitigation norms, practices, and interventions, if any, can be expected to succeed in open source.

In this paper, we address this gap by providing a thorough qualitative exploration and catalog of toxicity in open source. First, we used a diverse sampling strategy followed by manual labeling to collect 100 toxic issues from open source projects hosted on GitHub. We study toxicity in issue threads since issues are one of the predominant places where developers can discuss the ideas, challenges, and goals of the development process. Issues are also a major channel for project maintainers to interact with their users, and the channel where many of the previous anecdotes of demanding, unreasonable, aggressive, or entitled interactions have originated. Second, we used qualitative analysis on these manually labeled toxic issues to discover common themes in the antecedents and characteristics of toxicity in open source.

Our analysis reveals several notable ways in which toxicity presents itself differently in open source. Unlike some other platforms where the most frequent types of toxicity are hate speech or harassment, we find entitlement, insults, and arrogance are among the most common types of toxicity in open source. We also learned that many of the ways projects address toxicity are closely connected to the GitHub interface itself and open source culture more broadly, such as locking issues as too heated or invoking a project’s code of conduct. This work highlights the unique nature of toxicity in open source and provides a comparison to toxicity on other platforms. We hope our findings can help support future work on the construction of effective detection and intervention tools for open source toxicity.

2 STATE OF THE ART

Toxicity is often considered an umbrella term for various antisocial behaviors including trolling [42], flaming [53], hate speech [21, 35, 87], harassment [26, 97, 102], and cyberbullying [51]. There is a long history of studying various forms of toxicity (e.g., bullying) and possible interventions (e.g., school counselors, moderators) in social sciences [70, 90]. More recently, toxicity has received a lot of attention in the context of online platforms [92], especially on social media [103]. Research has firmly established how toxic interactions can cause harm, both for people directly involved as well as for observers. For example, studies of the impact of cyberbullying on adolescents’ mental health have found “a significant relationship between cybervictimization and depression” [50, 67, 104].

Within computer science, the focus has often been either (a) on automated detection, typically focused on specific forms of toxicity in text such as hate speech [10, 21, 110], microaggressions [9], or cyberbullying [5, 84, 111], or (b) on HCI research for platforms like Wikipedia [1, 75, 80], Facebook [96], and Twitter [44, 57].

In this work, we focus on understanding toxicity in a specific community: Open source developers and their public discussions on GitHub. As we will discuss, toxicity in open source may manifest differently than in other online communities.

**Toxicity in Open Source.** Many open-source maintainers have reported experiencing frequent toxic interactions with the very people who benefit from their often voluntary labor including the experiences of being criticized, belittled, and insulted. For example, maintainers have shared anecdotes in blog posts [24, 45, 54], conference talks [83, 101], and podcasts [47], often explaining how they take steps to protect their communities or their own mental health, including quitting open source entirely in some cases. For example, in a widely shared 2017 blog post, maintainer Lawson describes...
I had been told that I needed a ‘tough skin’ to work in the community, mentally and emotionally exhausting. Did You Miss My Comment or What?

in April 2016, set the goal to make the mailing list study of the impacts of toxicity in open source [85]. Four high- to be blunt and rude in order to have a truly open dialogue. and I needed to ‘not take it personally’ when developers were abrasive and against common sense/values [109].

Prior work: Cheriyan et al. [15] found offensive lan-
guage to be less prevalent on GitHub compared to other platforms. Our results: The most common types of toxicity we find are insulting, entitled, and arrogant comments. A common trope is entitled and arrogant tool users who are critical of the project and have unreasonable expectations. Project members also write toxic comments but typically in response to demands.

GitHub

Prior work: GitHub provides moderation tools, but no automation. Third-party bots for toxicity detection exist, but are rarely adopted. Our results: Responses are manual. The most frequently used tools used in response to toxicity in our sample were closing issues, locking issues as too heated, and deleting issues.

Table 1: Synopsis of toxicity of several popular online platforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Common forms of toxicity</th>
<th>Harms of toxicity</th>
<th>Interventions against toxicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td>Inter-group conflict among subreddits, including coordinated attacks on other communities [20, 52], A small portion of subreddits is responsible for the vast majority of inter-group conflict observed [52]. Different subcommunities face different amounts of trolling depending on their category [29]. Additionally the most common types of comments that elicit toxic reactions on Reddit were (1) strong-toned, condescending; (2) sarcastic; (3) dismissive; and against common sense/values [109].</td>
<td>The recipients of inter-group toxicity tend to participate less in said groups [32]. Additionally a survey of 15,000+ users found that 50% of respondents wouldn’t recommend Reddit to others because of the “hateful or offensive content and community” [82]. Subreddit moderators are considered a critical first-line of defense against violations of community guidelines [49]. Reddit has also seen success with an anti-harassment policy and banning toxic subreddits [81]. According to Chan-drasekaran et al. [11] “more accounts than expected discontinued using the site; those that stayed drastically decreased their hate speech usage—by at least 80%.”</td>
<td>Subreddit moderators are considered a critical first-line of defense against violations of community guidelines [49]. Reddit has also seen success with an anti-harassment policy and banning toxic subreddits [81]. According to Chan-drasekaran et al. [11] “more accounts than expected discontinued using the site; those that stayed drastically decreased their hate speech usage—by at least 80%.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>Wikipedia trolls repeatedly and intentionally cause harm to both the community and encyclopedia [89]; they contribute unhelpful and nonconstructive remarks and attack users. Trolls usually work alone and anonymously. Wikipedia vandalism cause damage that is time-intensive to address including deleting articles, using inappropriate usernames, and adding incorrect/irrelevant/policy-violating text to articles [75].</td>
<td>The vandalism of Wikipedia can be harmful to the broader community, causing misinformation and “hundreds of millions of damaged views” [75]. Trolling is a major source of friction. Experiencing harassment tends to decrease user participation in those communities [97]. Research has found that communities participate in a collaborative vandal fighting process [36]. Furthermore, many researchers have developed techniques for automated detection of Wikipedia vandalism [74]. The Wikipedia Counter-Vandalism Unit describes counter-vandalism studies in depth [105].</td>
<td>Research has found that communities participate in a collaborative vandal fighting process [36]. Furthermore, many researchers have developed techniques for automated detection of Wikipedia vandalism [74]. The Wikipedia Counter-Vandalism Unit describes counter-vandalism studies in depth [105].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Online harassment is considered endemic to Twitter [39], studies report hate speech, doxcing [58], cyber-bullying, misogyny, racism, and Islamophobia as most prevalent [16]. In addition, first-timers are a common occurrence on Twitter [53], where an account receives a sudden and intense influx of negative attention [73]. First-timers, mob mentality, “trial by Twitter” [59] are employed as “mob vigilantism” [16].</td>
<td>The recipients of inter-group toxicity tend to participate less in said groups [32]. Additionally a survey of 15,000+ users found that 50% of respondents wouldn’t recommend Reddit to others because of the “hateful or offensive content and community” [82]. Subreddit moderators are considered a critical first-line of defense against violations of community guidelines [49]. Reddit has also seen success with an anti-harassment policy and banning toxic subreddits [81]. According to Chan-drasekaran et al. [11] “more accounts than expected discontinued using the site; those that stayed drastically decreased their hate speech usage—by at least 80%.”</td>
<td>Twitter deals with harassment through deletion, suspension, and warning of harassing accounts [58]. In addition, they rely on authorized reporters and trusted flaggers who have “special privileges to identify and report inappropriate content on behalf of others” [58].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Overflow</td>
<td>A study of norm violations on Stack Overflow found that personal harassment, swearing, and other unwelcoming comments were the most frequently observed types of norm violations [14]. Community guidelines also request to avoid greetings and ‘thank you’ in questions, and articles are often downvoted or deleted for violating such community conventions [31]. Especially female community members fear harsh criticism [33].</td>
<td>Representation of minority groups is low [33] and first-time users are turned away by harsh interactions [31]. A former Stack Overflow executive vice president admitted in a blog post that “too many people experience Stack Overflow as a hostile or elitist place, especially newer coders, women, people of color, and others in marginalized groups” [41].</td>
<td>Stack Overflow uses two main tools to address violations of their code of conduct; (1) respected community members who act as moderators; (2) bots that detect comments with toxic language, sufficiently severe comments are reported to the moderators [14]. Mentoring mechanisms for new users have been explored to avoid behaviors that might receive harsh responses [31].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

how the complaints, questions, and requests for enhancement from users can feel like “a constant stream of negativity” which can be “mentally and emotionally exhausting” [54]. Another ex-open source community leader, when explaining why they quit, described how I had been told that I needed a ‘tough skin’ to work in the community, and I needed to ‘not take it personally’ when developers were abrasive during code review’ [3]. Toxicity in open source is often written off as a naturally occurring if not necessary facet of open source culture. The aforementioned community leader describes how “When I complained about the toxic environment, I was told it was ‘tradition to be blunt and rude in order to have a truly open dialogue.”

The recent exodus from the Perl Foundation serves as a case study of the impacts of toxicity in open source [85]. Four high-ranking Perl community members stepped down due to community-related issues. One of them, when elected as community leader in April 2016, set the goal to make the mailing list “a place on which we can have technical conversations without worrying about abusive language or behavior” [107]; however, in April 2021, he stepped down explaining how the “chain of continuous bullying and hostility I’ve been receiving” has caused him “significant emotional distress” [108]. The Linux community is another example that is notorious for experiencing similar challenges with toxicity [24, 28].

To curb toxicity, many open source projects have adopted a code of conduct, a document describing expected and unacceptable behavior [55, 98]. Some projects have also experimented with bots that aim to automatically detect toxicity to respond to suspected toxic text with a preconfigured message (e.g., Safe-Space and Sentiment-Bot, typically using a general-purpose toxicity detector, such as Perspective [48]), though adoption is rare. Despite many anecdotes and plenty of discussions among practitioners, academic research on toxicity in open source is relatively sparse. One line of prior research touches on the negative
effects of toxicity and impoliteness on existing and potential contributors and, by extension, project sustainability as a whole. Researchers have found evidence that impolite issue comments are associated with slower resolution times [23], that the unfriendliness of maintainers in issue and pull request comments is seen as a deterrent to newcomers [76, 94] and, more generally, that unhappiness and insufficient peer support increases the risk of disengagement [38, 62, 77]. Attracting and retaining contributors is a major challenge in open source [19], especially when it comes to underrepresented groups [7].

Another recent line of research focuses on the detection of toxicity in open source and related issues. Most closely related, we proposed a classifier to automatically detect toxicity on GitHub [79], though that classifier produces a high rate of false positives (as we will find in Sec. 3 and as Sarker et al. [86] noted as well). Recently, Chernyan et al. [15] also proposed a learning-based detector of toxic language in online software communities, although they consider a narrower definition (only swearing and profanity). Egelman et al. [27] built a detector for the related concept of pushback in code reviews in a corporate setting, with a similar motivation—to curb pushback before it “ultimately results in developers abandoning projects.” More broadly, researchers have also been exploring the role of emotions in software engineering [40, 63, 64, 71], including means to detect a range of emotions like anger or frustration [32, 34], though not for our notion of toxicity.

However, even though multiple studies have focused on automated detection, their success has been mixed. Already previously researchers have hinted that toxicity in open source manifests differently than elsewhere online and that more domain adaptation for detection and interventions is needed. We go one step further and argue that what is missing primarily is a deep understanding of the fundamental nature of toxicity in open source—what are its common forms, what scenarios it occurs in, who are its originators, and how these characteristics compare to other online platforms where toxicity occurs. Only given such understanding can we begin to design the most effective detection, prevention, and mitigation strategies. Yet some qualitative work is still missing. The only exception is the contemporary study by Ferreira et al. [28] of emails from the Linux Kernel Mailing List that were associated with rejected code changes. The authors found that “uncivil” comments frequently occur among these, most commonly in the form of “frustration, name calling, and impatience.” Our work adds to this emerging literature by expanding the scope beyond the Linux Kernel Mailing List, which is known as a contentious project, by looking more broadly at toxicity and issue discussions on GitHub.

**Toxicity on Other Platforms.** Most past research on toxicity in online communities has been community-specific. While rarely made explicit, this seems to be either due to data availability or specific characteristics of toxicity on certain platforms. For example, Reddit has a phenomenon called brigading in which users from one subcommunity on the site post antagonistically in another community in a coordinated fashion, overwhelming that community and its moderators [20, 52]. In addition, Reddit relies on community moderation by volunteers and offers shadow banning as a key tool that allows moderators to hide a user’s content from a subcommunity without making this transparent to the user. It is not obvious that studies on toxicity and interventions in Reddit generalize to other online communities, which do not seem to face brigading (widely) and do not have shadow banning as a tool, including GitHub.

To give an overview of the diversity of toxicity observed across platforms, resulting harms, and possible interventions attempted, we summarize representative studies of 4 popular online platforms in Table 1. It becomes clear that Reddit is not an outlier but that all platforms differ in substantial ways. We therefore argue that all interventions should be tailored to the specifics of a platform, and to that end, it becomes necessary to first understand characteristics of toxicity on a given platform—which we do for GitHub in this paper.

### 3 RESEARCH DESIGN

To understand toxicity in open source, we curate a sample of existing toxic issues and qualitatively analyze them (cf. Fig. 2).

**Considerations for Ethical Research Design.** Toxicity in open source is a challenging topic to study. While some developers openly speak about their experience with toxicity (and associated stress and burnout), those discussions tend to be generic, abstracting from concrete instances. In previous research, we tried contacting developers who publicly spoke about toxicity, asking for examples, but they largely preferred not to discuss concrete instances or had already deleted them.

Toxic comments are usually unpleasant interactions, so we intentionally discarded research designs that relied on interviewing or surveying developers, especially those who had not already publicly discussed their experiences with toxicity, since it could bring back unpleasant memories and cause additional stress, in addition to the stress that the toxic interactions may have already caused in the first place. In line with the Belmont Report’s ethical principle of Beneficence for human subject research [30], we considered potential risks to be too high for an initial study on toxicity. Instead, we decided to work entirely with public artifacts (existing issue discussions and public information about participants and projects) without contacting participants.

Note that there are inherent tradeoffs in our decision (as in all research design): Working with public artifacts allows us to sample more deliberately and analyze toxic issues as project outsiders perceive them, but our results are necessarily based on external observations and interpretations. For example, while we can usually gather enough context to understand the trigger of toxicity and
understand the roles of participants, we cannot judge the perceived harm caused by toxicity in most cases.

Curating a Sample of Toxic Issues. We curated a dataset of toxic issues from which we sample for our subsequent qualitative analysis. Since toxicity is relatively rare (Raman et al. estimate 6 in 1000 issues to be toxic [79], likely an overestimate, see below), analyzing a random sample of GitHub issues to find sufficient toxic ones is not feasible. However, since we do not yet have a highly accurate and unbiased detector for all forms of toxicity, any search strategy we could use to identify toxic issues may bias the kind of issues we detect.

This is a known limitation not only of our research, but of most similar research on detecting hate speech and related phenomena [78].

To ensure diversity of our sample (though not necessarily representativeness), we combine four different strategies to search in issue comments posted before June 2020. We then stratify a final sample for qualitative analysis the from results of these strategies. While each strategy is biased and noisy, each generally picks up on different signals and thus the combination provides a more diverse picture. The four strategies are:

- **Language-based toxicity detector:** We use our toxicity detector from prior work to classify (1) all 15.4 million issues and (2) all 14.5 million issue comments posted on GitHub from March to May 2020 [79], mined from GHTorrent [37]. Our classifier is based on two off-the-shelf machine learning models for toxicity and politeness developed in other domains, noticeably biased toward text with strong language. We consider only issues in English.

- **Code of conduct:** In the same issue comments, we perform a textual search for “code of conduct” which is often invoked when reacting to toxic comments.

- **Locked issues:** As in our previous work [79], we identify GitHub issues that have been locked as ‘too heated’ before June 2020. We use the GitHub API to identify such locked issues among the 200 most recent issues in the over 600,000 GitHub projects with five or more stars.

- **Deleted issues:** In addition, we recover many deleted issues—those issues recorded in GHTorrent but no longer available through the GitHub API for the same 600,000 projects.

Since all strategies turned up many issues that were not toxic, we then performed manual labeling on a random subset of all candidate toxic issues. To facilitate this labeling, we built a simple internal tool that showed us one issue at a time and provided buttons to label comments. To assure the reliability of our labels, we asked multiple authors to independently label issues; inter-rater reliability as measured by Cohen’s unweighted kappa coefficient was 0.82 for 149 comments with two independent labels and Fleiss’ kappa coefficient was 0.72 for 43 comments with three independent labels—typically interpreted as substantial to near-perfect agreement [60]. Similar to prior observations on labeling pushback [27], this supports the assumption that external observers are very likely to agree on whether a given issue comment is toxic or not, justifying our strategy of manual labeling by researchers not involved in the original discussion.

In Table 2, we report how many issues we labeled per strategy (some issues were detected by multiple strategies) and how many of those we labeled as toxic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>#detect</th>
<th>#labeled</th>
<th>#toxic</th>
<th>FPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toxicity model (issue)</td>
<td>168,293</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxicity model (comment)</td>
<td>42,911</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code of conduct</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locked issue (too heated)</td>
<td>2,530</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deleted issue</td>
<td>60,959</td>
<td>1,644</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We assemble our final dataset of 100 toxic issues as a stratified sample from issues manually labeled as toxic. We pick 20 random issues from each group in Table 2, discarding duplicates (when an issue is identified by multiple strategies) and limiting the sample to at most two toxic issues per repository to maintain project diversity.

Qualitative Analysis of Sampled Issues. To understand the important characteristics of open source toxicity, we qualitatively analyzed the 100 issues in our sample and their context, using thematic analysis [8], following the trustworthiness criteria by Lincoln and Guba [56] as demonstrated by Nowell et al. [69]. As we describe next, this was an iterative and reflective process, constantly moving back and forth between stages of engagement with the data, coding, memoing, searching for themes, and refining, as recommended during qualitative analysis [18].

Overall, our analysis consisted of several phases. We started by immersing ourselves in the data, carefully reading issue threads to understand the problems discussed, the project context, and the relationship of the authors of toxic comments with those projects as well as their past public activities (including past issues) on GitHub. This typically took 15 to 30 minutes per issue, was conducted in groups of two or three researchers, and involved exploring, besides the issue threads themselves, also the project homepages and user profile pages of the discussants. As we were engaging with the data, we kept posing sensitizing questions regarding what we were observing (what, who, how, where, why, what for, etc.) and, guided by these, generated an initial set of codes to describe the toxic interactions through an otherwise inductive, data-driven process [43]. We also wrote down brief analytic memos [61] summarizing emergent patterns and the possible connections among the codes.

After analyzing 35 issues this way, we paused to sort and collate the codes we had assigned so far into a coding manual with detailed definitions and examples. In the manual, we organized the codes into higher-level categories following the sensitizing questions above to cover the key characteristics identified up to this point—nature of toxicity, nature of the comment, language severity, triggers, authors, position in discussion, project size, and domain.

Based on these numbers, we roughly extrapolate that there are at least 400 toxic issues each day on GitHub; or at least 1.3 toxic comments per 1000 comments.
resolving, and identifiable harms. We then revisited all 35 issues using focused coding [22] to make sure our codes were applied consistently. A single researcher then analyzed and coded the remaining 65 issues in the same way, involving other researchers for difficult and ambiguous cases, and extending the coding frame iteratively for new observations, when needed.

For the interpretive categories, in particular those related to the nature of the toxicity, we then searched for themes using card sorting [88]. This involved printing each issue discussion and sorting and resorting them into different themes, discussing theme boundaries and subthemes, again in groups of two or three researchers.

Finally, we systematically searched for relationships between the emerging themes across combinations of all nine categories of our coding frame, further exploring observations we had written down in our analytic memos, e.g., whether toxicity by experienced developers tends to use less severe language than toxicity by new accounts. We used exploratory data analysis and visualization to help with this process, like those in Figure 3.

**Reporting and Data Sharing.** Throughout the following result sections, we refer to the issues using the identifiers 11–100 and illustrate our findings with slightly sanitized quotes. Note that while we did not observe any examples of overt hate speech, examples contain insults, entitlement, and personal criticisms, sometimes with explicit wording. Even though all issue discussions were public, we intentionally do not include direct links to them (1) to protect the parties involved and (2) because some of them have since been deleted. We will share our replication package with links only upon request for research purposes.

**Threats to Validity and Credibility.** Our research suffers from the usual threats to be expected for this kind of research design. Qualitative analysis allows us to engage in-depth with individual issue discussions in ways that are difficult to automate, but we cannot generalize beyond the sampled issues without further validation. As discussed above, this was unavoidable—it is not practically feasible to draw a random sample of toxic issues. However, our stratified sample is still large and diverse enough to uncover what we expect are common forms of toxicity across GitHub in general. Importantly, each strategy we use to identify potentially toxic issues has unavoidable biases that overlap with criteria we subsequently analyze; however different strategies have different biases. For example, we detect deleted and locked issues only in the 600,000 most-starred projects, hence not finding issues in the smallest projects, whereas detection based on linguistics and code of conduct analyze all comments within a 3-month window; the former are not biased toward specific words as the latter are. All this supports diversity in our sample, but prevents statistical generalization.

Regarding construct validity, we used the same definition of toxicity that was used by recent related work including research papers on toxicity and toxicity detecting APIs, and we assured inter-rater reliability during labeling. However, toxicity is a complex topic and different people may perceive different text as toxic, possibly based on context that is not shared with everybody. As explained, we intentionally did not ask the original authors or recipients for confirmation. As with all qualitative research, our analysis relies on some judgment.

---

Some categories are not interpretive, e.g., position in discussion and author affiliation.
While there are strong insults with explicit curse words, fewer use severe language than do not (Fig. 3; 24 of 55 insults).

**Entitled.** Entitled comments are a frequent source of toxicity in our sample (25 issues in our sample), a form of toxicity not previously observed as a common problem on other platforms. Entitled comments make demands of people or projects as if the author had an expectation due to a contractual relationship or payment. Examples include complaining that software does not meet the author’s quality standards, features are not added quickly enough, insisting their requests are given priority, or demanding bugs be resolved quickly. It often contains severe language (Fig. 3), and this form of entitlement is often perceived (and called out) as toxic by maintainers.

In multiple cases, the user was dissatisfied with some aspect of the initial response to their issue, and continued the discussion or raised demands when the maintainers considered it settled. For example, a user complained about the language used in the documentation, several contributors had a discussion, made changes, and closed the issue, upon which the original user, still unhappy, opened a new issue saying “I file an issue, maintainers close, reopen, again close - whilst ignoring the essence of the issue” (I43). Similarly, a user, upon being told that their suggestion was based on a misunderstanding of the project, began aggressively criticizing the contributor for how they addressed the issue, saying “Like just add the flavor text or show me how to or something. Don’t just fu**ing close people’s tickets they would like some help on” (I37).

Entitlement is commonly targeted at people (Fig. 3), making demands of individuals or insulting them for not doing what they wanted them to do or for not doing it fast enough.

**Arrogant.** Arrogance was another common form of toxicity (21 issues in our sample) that caused conflicts in some discussions. We consider comments as arrogant when the author imposes their view on others from a position of perceived authority or superiority (earned or not) and demands that others act as recommended (in contrast to entitled comments making demands based on some expectation of product or service quality).

The vast majority of arrogant comments in our sample were directed at specific people. They tend to be triggered by technical disagreements, where the author speaks down to others about their opinion regarding the technical debate at hand. For example, during a discussion in an application repository about the app being locked in portrait mode, there was a debate about whether it was legally required for accessibility reasons. One of the users in the discussion was unfamiliar with some of the legislation being discussed and asked for more information, a second user responded saying “Never hear about [standard]? A baseline for developers. Use Google.” (I48).

**Trolling.** Trolling is a form of toxicity also often seen on other platforms, where users simply engage in destructive discussions. We observed 17 trolling comments in our sample. While trolling comments tend to have more severe language and tend to target the project itself, they seem to have a shorter life span. For example, a user was generally unhappy with a project and wrote “Worst. App. Ever. Please make it not the worst app ever. Thanks” (I2), followed by a pull request that deleted all the code in the repo; after the maintainer closed the issue, the user responded “Merge my PR damnit” and nothing else happened.

**Unprofessional.** Finally, there are many comments (23 in our sample) that we categorize as unprofessional, which are not overtly toxic and probably not intended to be toxic, but that nonetheless can create an unwelcoming, impolite, or unprofessional atmosphere that may be perceived by others as toxic. Examples include self-directed pejorative terms (e.g., “It seems like I have been acting like a re” **rd.Sorry. […]”** (I19)), self-deprecating humor, and jokes and puns with explicit vocabulary or terms broadly perceived as politically incorrect or unacceptable in a professional setting. In line with prior research we suspect that the unprofessional comments may make some participants or observers uncomfortable, to the point where they may discourage others from joining the discussion or the community [23, 76].

### 5 TRIGGERS OF TOXICITY

**Failed Use of Tool/Code or Error Message.** Many toxic comments (34 in our sample) report trouble with using the software, often including a more or less vague description of the problem or an error message. The author is usually visibly upset about not being able to use the tool, often complaining about wasted time.

Some comments actually report the problem in some detail to help the project or receive help with their immediate problem, but still include toxicity, typically expressing frustration. For example, as one such user of a popular library puts it, “I just tried reinstalling your buggy, sh**ty software for the third time. Maybe you guys can get one that works right and stick to it without changing it all the time” (I78). Yet, in other cases, users simply vent about problems without seeking help or any attempt to provide constructive feedback to the project.
Issues raised in response to problems are not necessarily toxic from the start. In several cases, toxicity emerged later from discussions, when the maintainers did not immediately respond or solve the problem with the information provided (12 out of 29 cases in our sample). In some cases, the users respond with toxic messages when asked for more information or asked to follow the issue template, for example “Yeah, not really sorry i’m lazy, and it’s more to help you then me. It’s simple to understand: [...] don’t need a ret**ded format to understand that! thanks” (I93).

As shown in Figure 4, toxicity triggered by failed tool use is often entitled, insulting, unprofessional, or just trolling (destructive complaint without any intention to help, e.g., “It doesn’t work. F*** this” I11).

Technical Disagreement. We frequently observed toxicity arising when users had differing views on some technical component of the project, bug fix, feature, or other technical decision (Fig. 4, 22 issues in our sample, particularly arrogant comments). For example, a user of a tool was arguing with the project owner that Windows XP should be supported. After technical back and forth the user eventually insults the maintainer personally, saying “Your [project] is good, seems you’re a good programmer, but as a sysadmin/none engineer you’re... er... well, ‘not so good’” (I49).

Politics/Ideology. We fairly frequently (31 issues in our sample) observed toxicity arising over politics or ideology differences, e.g., referring to specific beliefs about open source culture, processes, or the involvement of specific companies (especially Microsoft was a frequent target in our sample). These are often associated with insulting, entitled, and trolling comments (Fig. 4). For example, a user wrote a hostile issue in a Microsoft project titled “WHY???” which simply said “Revenue. F***k you guys” (I28). These kinds of comments could be either opening comments (18 of 31 in our sample) or be posted in response to a discussion (13 of 31 in our sample).

Past Interactions. Finally, we observed several cases (6 issues in our sample) where toxic comments were posted that referred to past interactions of the author with the project, without continuing to discuss the previous technical issue, but shifting to personal attacks, complaints, or meta discussions about process. For example, a user was unsatisfied with the response time on an existing issue so they created a new one asking “did you miss my comment or what?” (I29). These comments were often posted in a new issue after the old one was not answered or closed, and they often occur in the opening comment of the new issue (4 of 6 in our sample).

6 AUTHORS OF TOXICITY

Issue discussions are a central place where external users of a project communicate with project members, where external users may help other users, and where project members may have public technical discussions among themselves. We observed that the authors of toxic comments have different roles.

Through our analysis, we identified four main types of authors. First, we distinguish between project members and authors external to the project. We consider all contributors to the project project members, which includes all GitHub accounts that previously contributed code to the repository (e.g., including casual contributors

who only submitted a handful of pull requests). This view of project members is consistent with perceptions of who constitutes project members in an open source community [99]. Second, among non-members, we identify new accounts as often anonymous accounts with minimal activity, repeat issue reporters as accounts that have repeatedly opened issues but have little or no public development activity on GitHub, and experienced open-source contributors as accounts with many public code contributions to other projects on GitHub. In addition, 12 toxic comments were posted by deleted accounts, hence we do not have enough context to classify them.

New Account. We observed 13 toxic comments in our sample from accounts that have no or at most one prior activity on GitHub. These accounts are seemingly created just for the purpose of posting an issue; they typically have no identifiable information in their profile and act anonymously. New accounts engage in anonymous trolling but also all other kinds of toxicity (insults, entitled, unprofessional). The majority of toxic messages of new accounts seem triggered by the failed use of a tool, often seemingly from the perspective of end users with limited technical knowledge. Toxicity from new accounts is often observed right in the opening message of the issue and tends to use severe language (Fig. 5). For example, a new user was trying to download an application but was having issues and wrote an issue titled “Can even install the fu**ing app” in which they complained that they could not find the download, upon which another user pointed them to the project’s release page (I81).

Repeat Issue Reporter. We observed 39 toxic comments in our sample that were authored by accounts that had previously opened other issues, but that had no public code contributions on GitHub. These accounts typically request help through multiple issues, often across multiple projects, but rarely contribute beyond writing issues.

Toxic comments from repeat issue reporters tend to appear in large and active projects, and tend to be triggered by the failed use of a tool or political/ideological disagreements (Fig. 4). Their authors also frequently write comments that are insulting, arrogant, trolling, or entitled, often with severe language (Fig. 5). For example, a six-year old account with a clear name, profile picture, and contact email has created hundreds of issues over the years, before posting an issue “sh**ty package” (with no context or further content) to a mid-sized repository of a web UI component (I26).

Experienced Contributors. We observed 16 toxic comments authored by experienced open-source contributors in projects to which they have not contributed code previously. One might expect experienced open-source contributors to have more empathy for other open-source maintainers. Experienced developers tended to
use less severe language (Fig. 5), but they participated in all nature of toxicity, including trolling, within our sample. For example, when an experienced contributor was upset that a new package manager update did not include Python 2, a project member responded with a workaround, to which the author then responded “and I recommend you quit! There are many more where python2 is used […] and you deleted it from the repository. Do you think at all with your head or do you have a hamburger head place?” (I82).

Project Member. Finally, many toxic comments were authored by members of the project (19 in our sample), usually when replying to issue discussions. Toxicity from project members disproportionately occurs in smaller projects in reaction to a demand, complaint, or perceived affront from another user (which we did not consider toxic according to our definition). Project member toxicity also tends to be less severe (Fig. 5), mostly unprofessional comments or insults targeted at code, including occurrences of self-directed pejorative terms. A common scenario is that external users have high demands and expectations on the project members’ time, and in response the project members can be dismissive in ways that can be perceived as toxic. However, project members tend to not engage in ‘unprovoked’ attacks. For example, during a fight about a naming conflict between two libraries a project member defended the project by arguing “you can be mad all you want, but let’s be realistic here… this project you’re fighting for so passionately, doesn’t have as many stars as I have thumbs down for telling you that you’re being ridiculous” (I84). Out of the 19 toxic comments written by project members, four occurred in projects that had a code of conduct either linked in their README or on their project website.

7 PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

We observed project characteristics that may associate with toxicity, especially popularity and domain, which could point to different processes and cultural norms (as observed previously, e.g., for game vs. application engineers [65] and between software ecosystems [6]).

Project Size. We found that the vast majority of toxic comments were written in popular repositories with high levels of activity. However, 17 comments were from small and inactive projects, including what appeared to be homework assignments.

In less popular projects, the nature of toxicity is often insulting, trolling, or unprofessional, mostly directly in the opening comment, but we found no entitled comments, possibly because users have lower expectations in the first place. Several toxic comments in small projects appeared to be trolling or jokes among friends, e.g., “Dear Mr. [project owner name]. Could you perhaps please get your s**t together and reincorporate the brilliant switch statement once again, bi**b. XoXo, [author username]” (I10).

Project Domain. Toxicity occurred often in projects we consider as libraries or end-user-focused applications, which likely also are the most common kinds of projects on GitHub. In contrast, discussions in gaming projects were often reported by the used language-based toxicity detector (cf. Sec. 3), but actual toxicity in gaming projects made up only a small fraction of toxic comments (13 in our dataset).

However, toxicity in projects related to gaming and to mobile apps tends to use more severe language, e.g., more cursing, in our dataset. Projects targeted at end-users had a higher proportion of toxic comments directly in the opening issue, rather than evolving from the discussion.

8 AFTER TOXICITY: HARMS & REACTIONS

We observed a range of reactions from project maintainers and others who publicly react to toxic comments in open source, which may help understand possible mitigation strategies and opportunities for automated support. Their reactions also give us some, albeit very limited, insight into potential harms caused by the toxic comments.

Tools to curb discussions. GitHub currently offers several mechanisms to curb discussions and sanitize toxic comments after the fact, many of which were often used in our sample, often in combination:

- Closing issues: Maintainers can mark an issue as closed, which removes them from the list of open issues shown in the repository. Users can still comment on closed issues. This was used for 45 issues in our sample.
- Locking issues: Maintainers can lock an issue (optionally selecting a reason) to limit further commenting to maintainers only. This was used for 26 issues in our sample, though we sampled based on the lock reason ‘too heated’ and hence cannot generalize frequency in practice.
- Deleting issues: The original author of the issue and maintainers of the repository can delete the entire issue. Our sampling strategy covered 20 deleted issues (by construction).
- Deleting and editing comments: A comment’s author and the repository’s maintainer can edit and delete the comment. Editing can be used to remove toxic wording from a comment, though the history of the text is still accessible. This was used rarely in our sample.
- Hiding comments: Maintainers can hide comments, selecting from a list of reasons (‘abusive’ relates to toxic comments). Those comments are folded in the user interface and only visible if a user explicitly unfolds them. This is a recent GitHub feature and was almost never used in our sample.
- Blocking users: Maintainers can block accounts from interacting with the repository. This option is sometimes invoked as a threat (2 cases), but we found only one discussion where maintainers actually blocked a user.
- Invoking the code of conduct: While not a built-in GitHub feature, a common response to toxicity is to post a link to the project’s code of conduct (or quote sections) to call out toxic behavior. This was used in 21 issues in our sample.

Note that locked issues, deleted issues, and comments invoking the code of conduct may be overrepresented in our sample because of how our sample was stratified (cf. Sec. 3).

Reactions. When faced with a toxic issue or comment, maintainers have a choice of how to react, if at all. They can engage or use the tools above to lock the issue without further discussion. In many cases, others engage in the discussion before maintainers do.

While every case is different, we found a number of common patterns. In a majority of cases (58 in our sample), maintainers and others tried to engage in subsequent discussions about the issue
raised, which turned constructive in 32 cases and escalated into more toxicity in 19 cases. Beyond closing, locking, and discussions, only in 7 cases was there no visible reaction.

When maintainers invoked the code of conduct, the author of the toxic comment usually did not engage any further. However, there were also a few cases where the author pushed back on being policed in their speech, e.g., “Again. No discussion allowed. No critique allowed. Just pushing fingers into the ears and singing. To avoid hearing about the impending doom, to avoid hearing the truth about the quality of this project” (I24), which were usually shut down by locking the discussion. In one case, a user called out for violating the code of conduct responded insisting “I will neither change my language, nor my tone or style. Both, language and tone, are perfectly valid, given the circumstances. I will remain myself, and will repel this attack to my individuality” (I43), referring to invoking the code of conduct as “CoC-Fascism,” upon which projects members banned the user.

Locking the discussion was usually effective, and we only saw a few cases where the author opened another issue. If they did, it was likely opening with a toxic comment.

**Harms.** Our method does not allow us to reliably measure harms that toxic comments cause, especially indirect harms on bystanders and potential future contributors who decide not to engage with the repository or open source in general (cf. Sec. 2). Nonetheless, we can infer some harms from reactions.

In almost all cases, a maintainer reacts to the toxic issue or comment, even if just to close or lock the issue. That is, maintainers need to use some of their time for extra work.

Furthermore, in many cases, maintainers and others respond patiently after insults, entitled demands, and other toxic comments, trying to help users even if their behavior is questionable. Maintainers often engage to explore whether there is truly an issue behind strongly worded complaints. Even when maintainers invoke the code of conduct, they usually do so in a custom comment tailored to the specific case. All this requires substantial effort which can be emotionally taxing to developers over time and cause fatigue, as many practitioners attest to (cf. Sec. 2).

### 9 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

**#1. Toxicity presents differently on GitHub:** The nature of toxicity observed in our GitHub sample has unique characteristics compared to other platforms, both generic ones like Reddit and Wikipedia as well as software-specific ones like Stack Overflow (cf. Sec. 2). While insults, arrogance, and trolling were observed in our sample, we did not observe more severe uses of language that are common on other platforms like hate speech and offensive cursing, leading us to hypothesize that toxicity on GitHub tends to use milder language compared to other popular platforms like Twitter or Reddit. In contrast to arrogant, insulting, and trolling comments, entitled comments seem to be a phenomenon more specific to open source and the dynamics of free-to-use software, with seemingly free support despite no contractual obligations.

**#2. Open-source experience does not prevent toxicity:** Despite high-profile known cases in the Linux community [24, 28], we were surprised that most toxicity on GitHub does not stem from trolls and anonymous users, and that experienced open-source developers and even project maintainers authored many toxic comments as well—albeit usually not the most severe ones, language-wise. On the one hand, this is concerning because all toxicity can foster an unwelcoming climate, threatening diversity and sustainability. On the other hand, it shows that also maintainers are humans that face emotions as part of their work and may often be exposed to stress [54, 79], e.g., from constant demands for user support. Since maintainer toxicity in our sample was frequently in response to another comment, often in frustration, future work could consider more closely studying the specific kinds of interactions that frustrate members, where toxic messages might be used as an indicator of frustration.

Given that intergroup conflict on many platforms can be traced to a few individuals (e.g., 74% of Reddit conflicts started by < 1% of communities [52]), future research should also investigate whether a few accounts (maintainers, experienced developers, or repeat issue reporters) repeatedly engage in toxicity and cause an outsized number of toxic interactions. This could inform future mitigation strategies, such as blocking or shadow-banning repeat offenders. More research is needed to understand whether toxicity from maintainers is frequent (in our sample) because maintainers actually engage in toxic behavior frequently or because maintainer messages are just more common among all GitHub comments.

**#3. Research into toxicity harms needed:** Our research can only provide limited insights into the harms of toxicity. Even though toxic messages appear to be fairly rare, some harms clearly exist as documented in blog posts and talks by open-source practitioners (cf. Sec. 2), but further research is needed to understand the severity and pervasiveness of harms.

While some forms of toxicity seem more obviously harmful (wasting maintainers’ time, causing negative emotions and stress) and are often called out clearly, others, especially unprofessional comments, are less obvious in how they affect participants directly or the project indirectly. Past research has shown that prospective contributors are attentive to the tone of discussions in a new project [76]. Also, while toxic comments directed at code are quite common in our sample (in line with results from prior work on anger detection in collaborative software development [34]), research is needed to determine whether people perceive or react to toxicity differently when it’s directed at their code rather than at themselves directly. Future work on perceived harms and the association of unprofessional toxic language to sustainability could provide more evidence on mitigating different forms of toxicity.

Our dataset (and the method used to build it) can provide a starting point for engaging with community members about perceived harms. A more reliable detector could provide an important path to enable more quantitative research designs at scale.

**#4. Opportunities to build open-source-specific detectors:** Off-the-shelf language-based detectors of toxicity trained on data from other platforms can now be confidently expected not to generalize well to GitHub. The milder language in insults makes them more difficult to detect by looking for ‘bad words,’ which tend to reveal more comments of an unprofessional or trolling nature. Entitlement and arrogance are often toxic not through the use of strong words but through their impact on participants.
but through the message they are conveying and may require tools trained specifically on a corpus of toxic open-source discussions. Possible features to look for might include references to timing, urgency, and priority.

In addition, several other discussed characteristics may be useful as contextual features in a classifier, such as the position of the comment, the role and history and anonymity of the author, the size and domain of the project, and even the content of the prior discussion. Given the common triggers of errors and technical disagreements, tailoring detectors to understand technical discourse may be helpful to provide context. Using information about the past toxic interactions of a user for detecting future toxicity may also be effective, given how some repeat issue reporters and maintainers may have distinct communication patterns.

#5. Tailored interventions are promising: Our results suggest that some common manual interventions are effective at curbing toxic discussions. Right now, maintainers use multiple tools and often write custom messages to deal with toxicity. We suspect there is potential for streamlining manual and automated interventions.

Toxicity manifests in many different ways, and not all may be reliably detected by a tool. Classic detection-based interventions like automatically asking “This message looks similar to others previously reported as toxic. Would you like to edit it?” (as deployed on Instagram and NextDoor) may be feasible for strong language (including unprofessional jokes), emotional language, and arrogance. For entitled messages from new users and repeat issue reporters, a message about open-source cultural norms may be more fitting.

Beyond detection-based approaches, there are many other possible technology-supported interventions. For example, a platform-wide system for reporting toxic behavior bans users after a certain number of warnings (strikes) and tools that automate the repetitive task of responding to toxic users (close, lock, post prepared message) could reduce time and emotional involvement.

Similarly, a substantial number of toxic comments in our sample relate to users’ frustration with attempting to use the project or maintainers’ frustration with such requests. It is worth exploring whether projects that (a) manage other support channels (e.g., forums, Slack [12] or Gitter [72, 91], Stack Exchange [33, 100]), (b) convey clear expectation for communication standards in support requests, or (c) raise the cost for support requests (e.g., enforcing reporting templates) attract fewer toxic interactions or just move them elsewhere.

More exchange about possible solutions and best practices is needed to share and adopt effective practices, ideally based on empirical evidence of their effectiveness and costs.

10 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we explore online toxicity in open-source communities on GitHub. We find that the frequently present types of toxicity in open-source communities are different than those reported on other online platforms like Reddit or Wikipedia. Within open source, entitled and demeaning complaints, arrogance, and insults are common forms of toxicity. Since the prevalent forms of toxicity in open source differ compared to other platforms, tools and interventions built to address toxicity are unlikely to be effective out of the box in open-source communities. For example, tools meant to identify and remove hate speech on a platform like Facebook would likely not have the same impact on toxicity in open source since this form of toxicity seems rare on GitHub.

Future work should investigate the harms of various common forms of toxicity in open source (e.g., entitlement and arrogance) on contributors and evaluate the role of project members and experience. Additionally, future work should design, build, and evaluate open source specific tools and interventions for detecting and addressing toxicity.
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